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Education professor
injured in car accident
Dr. Marshal Parlc.er, a professor and advisor in the Secondary
Education Department at Coastal,
was involved in a car accident on
Tuesday, September 21. He was
rushed to Conway Hospital and
was admitted into Intensive Care
that afternoon suffering from pelvic and head injuries. It was
questioned whether he was to undergo surgery due to swdling of
the brain tissue. He seemed to be
responding as oITbursday, lessening the probability of surgery and
was removed from Intensive Care.
All cards and flowers should be
sent to:
Dr. Marshall Parker
c/o Education Depanment
Coastal Carolina University
P.O. Box 1954
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29578
or drop by the Secondary Education Office in Keams Hall, Room
114.
We send Dr. Parker and his
family our deepest sympathy and
hope he is fully recovered nd back
at school soon.

In an effort to streamline the Coastal
Carolina University administration,
President Ronald R. Ingle has Wlveiled a
new organizational structure. The reorganization is effective October 1.
"This structure will effectively and
efficiently lead Coastal Carolina into the
next century.'· Ingle said. ''The plan
places those functions which are related
under the same organizational umbrella.
The process orientation of the new
structure will allow us to deal with what
is best for the institution in a manner that
will streamline management while increasing institutional responsiveness."
According to Ingle, the reorganization was fueled by recommendations from
a campus management study conducted
by Coastal faculty and staff in Spring
1993.
With the restructure, the following
areas will report directly to the president:
Institutional Advancement and Alumni
Affairs. Athletics. Govemment/Legislative Liaison. Affmnative Action. and
Public Infonnatioo. Formerly the Office
of Public Relations. the Office of Public
Information is responsible for institutional
marketing, media relations and publications. The president also will be directly
involved with university support groups.
such as Ole Horry County Higher Educa-

tion Commission, Coastal
Educational Foundation,
Inc .• and Wheelwright
Council for the Arts.
A new position - provost - will be responsible
for all internal educational
and student services for the
university. The vice president for academic affairs, a
position held by Paul
Stanton, will have expanded
responsibilities as provost.
Reponing directly to the
president. the provost is responsible for the areas of
Academics, Academic Services, Student Life, and
Enrollment Management.
Stanton will serve as provost
until a national search is conducted for a replacement and
the position is filled. Ingle
expects the search to begin in
President Ron Ingle
September.
(Photo by Bill Edmonds)
The executive vice president will be responsible for
president. ReportiQg to Homer will
internal functions of the university includ- be Institutional Research and Asse ing institutional planning, finance and ment, HwnanResources Information
administrative services. Sally Homer. Technology. Business and Finance,
presently vice president for planning and Auxiliary Services. and Facilitie
fIScal affairs. will serve as executive vice ~ement

This is a diagram of the new Coastal organizational structure.
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Bring that·flag
down now

The Chanticleer's most desperate hour ...

Time to raise a little hell

We are under siege.
The Powers That Be are trying to pull a fast one
over the entire campus because they don't think that
we are going to notice.
Some clandestine party is trymg to change the
name of our beloved Chanticleerbefore we can even
begin our defense. They think we won't care.

WRONG.
It all began when some bureaucratic genius
decided that in order to assert our independence from
USC, we needed to change our mascot. The line of
thinking being that the Chanticleer was too closely
related with the Gamecock.
Obviously this person was not an English major.
Now in Geoffrey Chaucers "Canterbury Tales", the
author does not mention a Gamecock once. He
writes about a cunning, super cool Chanticleer.
Likewise in Mr. Thoreau's brilliant quote, the motto
of our newspaper. He does not say "brag as lustily as
Gamecock in the morning," he uses Chanticleer.
Now I realize USC was our "mother" campus for
awhile, but it's time that people got over this inferiority complex with Columbia.
The people who are behind this changing of the
mascot wrongly assume that the only way to truly
break with USC is to choose another mascot.
Why?
The Chanticleer is a beautiful, truly unique
mascot. The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers. Say it.
That name is just overflowing with class.
So you want to change our mascot anyway?
Okay, let's examine the most common names
being kicked aroWld for debate.
As far as I've heard, there are three favorites in
competition: the Hurricanes, the Sharks, and the
Marlins.
Now let's take a look at these three choices.
First, the Hurricanes. Wow, now there's a clever
name. Wonder how long it took them to brainstorm
for that one? Probably weeks. Dismissed. Completely WlOriginal.
Next, the Sharks. Hmm ... I guess the Sharks
nickname is supposed to be cool because they are
thought to be blood-thirsty, vicious killers. Well if
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Coastal wants to be thought of as blood-thirsty
vicious killers, why not be the Coastal Carolina
Manson Followers? Sharks, huh? No. Dismissed.
Completely conventional.
Last of all is the Marlins. Who the hell thought
of this? Some obsessed fisherman? Dismissed.
Completely stupid.
So can someone tell me again, what's wrong with
the Chanticleer?
Come on Coastal, just for once could we preserve a little tradition? A little elegance?
Now I realize the word "elegance" is not usually
associated with Coastal. What with those enlightened radio commercials that basically say, "Hey,
come to Coastal! Get a great sWltan, go surfmg,
check out the cool nightclubs, and oh yeah, get a few
college credits." (The marketing wizard who came
up with that one should be fired.) Let's not forget
those brainless T-shirts they had at Orientation a year
or so ago that had the "Top Ten Reasons to Come to
Coastal." I think reasons one through six were "to go
to the beach." How astute.
So I ask again, just once why can't Coastal
preserve a little tradition? The Chanticleer is a
sophisticated as well as an inventive university mascot.
Why would anyone want to replace such an elegant
mascot with something as mundane as the Hunicanes?
The Powers That Be should take notice. They
can't just railroad this mascot change through some
little, secret committee that meets behind closed
doors, and not expect a hellacious protest in response.
Come on Coastal students, our mascot is facing
extinction and it needs your support now. I'm not
forgetting the staff and faculty either, do you really
want to get rid of the Chanticleer? This beautiful
animal with a notable literary tradition is in danger of
being changed into the Coastal Carolina Sharlcs and
not a peep is heard from the English Department?
Where is the outrage?! Write us a Letter to the Editor
or call Dr. Ingle at ext. 2089 and let him kno~ that
you want to keep the Chanticleer. Let the Powers
That Be know that they can't just ignore the demands
of the masses.

lETTERS
The Chanticleer is published every sec.
ond Tuesday, except when extenuating Clf. TL_CL_-';"leer
J TIC
TUUIIM.
cwnstances •app Iy. ArticIes m
do not necessarily express the opinions of the
staffofTheChanJicleer, or of Coastal Carolina
University. Leuers submitted will be edited
The Chanticleer is funded through the Student
Media Committee and advertising revenue.
This newspaper is protected Wlder the copyright laws of the United States. All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.

P.O. Box 1954, CoNWAY, SC 29526 Pl-tONE:
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policy

All letters should be signed with the
author's name, address, telephone number.
major, andposition,orrelationtothecollege.
•
•
All letters sho~ld be lirmted to .250 wo~ds.
With no excep~ons. all ~euers Will be edited
for length. clarity. ~d libelo~s or lewd material. Any accusauons made m letters by the
author are subject to confirma~on and must
be suppor~ by factual matcrl~. Letters
may be dehvered to The Chantu:leer office
in Room 202 of the Student Center. Letters
may also be mailed to the below address.
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BY JOHN H. CARTER, JR.

When one looks around, it seems·
as if the whole world is changing as
we speak. Boris Yeltzinhas dissolved
a Russian Parliament that did not
exist five years ago. Coastal Carolina
. is a university and not a college. Hallelujah! For better or for worse, depending on your political persuasion,
Bill Clinton is President of these
United States and Rush Limbaugh is
getting richer by the moment.
However, it seems that while the
world continues to change, the musty
odor of antebellum South Carolina
still permeates the air. Even the lovely
and talented Kimberly Aiken, Miss
South Carolina and the reigning Miss
America, cannot freshen the airgiven
the fact that she must return to a city,
Columbia, S.C., over which flies the
banner of her forefathers subjugation. The Confederate battle flag still
desecrates the memory ofevery African-American South Carolinian that
lived and died while America conveniently. and quite profitably, ignored
the words of the Founding Fathers,
"We hold these bUths to be self-evident. that all men are created equal ... "
It was South Carolina that prevented an injunction against slavery
being included in the list of charges
leveled at the English monarchy in
the Declaration of Independence and
it was South Carolina that led the illfated rush over the precipice ofsecession The filthy stain of slavery still
spreads over the fabric of this state
·and the empirical evidence of that is
this statement by Senator Verne
Smith, the Statehouse committee
chairperson and the grandson of a
Confederate veteran, who said, "I'm
for flying the flag right on. I hope it
doesn't offend anybody (because) it's
a little bit offensive to me wanting to
take it down ... I think it would be
disrespectful to my people."
The fact that South Carolina is
the only state in the Union that
continues to spit in the faces of its
citizens that do not condone the
perpetuation of the symbols of kidnappers. It spit in their faces with
the symbols and icons of those who
willfully committed genocide
against an entire race of human
beings, disrespected them with that
which is symbolic of the systematic
rape of a people', this disrespect is

(Continued on page 4)
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Get the facts straight
Dear Editor,
I would like to address the editorial, "I am
not a bid" that was in the last issue of the paper.
I know that you have received tons ofletters, but
this letter is a first hand account of the true
activities of a Greek organization. First of all,
potential new members are not called "bids." If
your friend "Cecelia" is indeed in a sorority, she
would know this. A "bid" is a formal invitation
to join a Greek organization, which, by the way
may be turned down. Secondly, Greekorganizations are only required to participate in two
community service events. Our charter will not
be pulled for doing less than that. Myorganization, Phi Sigma Sigma, did 20 community service events, because just like the students in
STAR, we get personal satisfaction for doing
goodforothers. Yes, wedoneedmewmembers
to keep the organization alive, but what club on
campus doesn't?
Miss Hyland, I suggest that in the -future,
before printing your own opinion, you should
check out the facts first, as it is a reporter's
responsibility to get at the truth. We understand
that controversy makes a good paper, but ple~,
in the future, refrain from slandering organizations that you have no information about

Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to let you and the admini tration know of my deep concern about the fate of the
Chanticleer mascot. There was a time when it didn't
matter to me but I have since given this issue a lot of
thought and I came to the conclusion that Coastal
Carolina University needs to hold onto some of the
proud traditions we've had since our humble beginnings. One of these traditions is the Chanticleer
mascot.
Coastal Carolina has very few traditions; th few
that I could think of being the Atheneum, the Ms.
Coastal Pagean~ CINO Day, and finally the Chanticleer, a proud rooster with great literary beginnings.
Traditions inspire pride and pride inspires unified
school spirit. In the aftermath of should or shouldn't
we secede, I feel this school is in desperate need of
unified spirit and pride.
As a result of the school becoming an independant
university, the school, faculty and students will be
making many adjustments in upcoming years. Let'
not change some of the few, trusty, proud traditions we
have come to depend on.

Joanne Ward
Vice-Archon, Phi Sigma Sigma

Proud of the Chanticleer,
Trista Welsh

Keept e Chan ·c eer.
Dear Editor,
The m ot for CC

Andrea Holloway
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Thanks for your support?

Dear Editor,
I am writing to you on behalf of the women's basketball team here at Coastal Carolina Uni versity. I would
like to talk about this year's season and also ask for "some support" from the student body. We have high
expectations this year; we have everybody back, which includes seniors: Sonja Harris. Melissa Herbert, Kim
Lewis, Michelle Minton, and Michelle Scalf. Last year we ended with a winning season in the conference and
this year will be challenging because it is the fll'St year that our conference will receive a bid to the CAA
tournament. I would like to see more people at our games! People don't understand that when there is a big crowd
of screaming fans, it helps us players to perform better. It gets our adrenaline flowing, which helps us play harder;
due to the fact that we know we have people there to support us. It's not as exciting when you beat the number
one team and you only have ten fans cheering you on; as it would be if there were a hundred or more. Don'tju t
think that just because we are women that we can't play. We play just as hard and can be just as physical as the
men. If you have ever seen one of our games you know what I am talking about; however r if you have no~ please
come watch us play! You may fmd out that your expectations of a women's basketball game are a lot different
than what you perceived them to be. Our frrst game isn t until December 3; therefore please keep this in mind
and come see what the women's basketball team is all about

ould remain th

Dear EdilOr

Team Member Ali Colgrove, Junior

Dear Editor,

Parking complain s

Wow, things sure have changed around here since I was last on this campus. It 100 s like a new building has
sprung up from almost every parking lot. Unfortunately new parking lots don't seem to be able to keep pace.
Remember when you could always find a spot in front 01 the Student Center in time for your 8:30 class?
Remember when there was no light on 501? Maybe you don'L Maybe I've been here too long. I don't know.
Someone told me that it's progress, and I guess in at least one respect it is: my parking space has progressed
from the student center all the way across campus to the baseball field. It now takes me almost 15 minute to
progress from my car to my frrst class. And, I am becoming progressively more irritated, especially when I
am making no progress sitting in a line of traffic that progresses from the light on 501 all the way to ~orest
Brook.
Perhaps the real clincher was when I heard a security officer say that they wanted to up the price of a parking
sticker. Then we would be paying even more for even less. Well, maybe they could use the extra mon y to
build a new parking lot for the students who will be here when we are all gone and who will pre umably be
asking each other "remember vhen you could get a parking space by the baseball field?"
Karin Wiechert

enrolled twice
spa e
that ti e
monie collected. All of th ' m n
ew Ma ot Slu h Fund.' At thi rat
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de igned by Ale and r Julian (i rev
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Travelers
By KAY PARK
Staff Writer

The past few months have been a journey into
the crevices of my soul. I have traveled into the
darkest areas of my nighunares, and looked upon
my worst fears. Today I know what I have been
lacking and looking for all my life: love. Little did
I know the adventure had to begin with me. It is
only through loving myself could I begin to love
others, with the only condition being that of no
conditions. I had to become willing to go to any
length to experience the fullest nature of my life, a
life filled only with love - no judgements and no
guilt Only in learning and applying these principles within my life's course, could I begin to
know inner peace.
For those who believe the theory of looking to
the "inner child" is utter nonsense, let me say, for
this writer, it is truly where my awareness began to
unfold. I had to return where it began, and release
myself from those old negative perceptions of life.
The fIrst lesson was learning that risks must be
taken in order to learn how to become vulnerable,
which really is a safe and peaceful state in which
one finds knowledge. I had always believed that to
expose my vulnerability in a given situation was a
sign of weakness, which would eventually culminate in pain and crucifixion. I now know it is the
root of my beingness, and a trial that I must not
avoid at any cost. It only becomes a tribulation if
I choose to perceive it that way.
I realize I must make a conscious commiunent
to look at the outcome of siluations in a positive
manner, erasing the negative perceptions I so humanly can conjure up, and moving on to the next
adventure with an open heart and mind. There have
been many travelers within my life's journey and
until now, I have carried undue pain and ideas that
nave only left me empty and more determmed than
ever to shut myself off from the very source I was
lacking to carry me farther into a state of enlightenment For too many years it was the people within
my experiences I chose to close out of my life and
therefore I was constantly feeling alone and distrustful of those around me. What a Catch-22! It is
truly the most valuable information I could allow
myself to be blessed with: the guests of my heart
are not the enemies of my soul.
The conscious choice to risk vulnerability in a
relationship is the very premise that life is based
upon. We are the teachers and we are the pupils,
and there is only pain if we choose to ignore the
pleasure we derive from such valuable information
transmitted and received. No greater pain will we
experience than to allow ourselves to remain
shelLered from the one gift God freely gave to each
individual - love. My heart is filled with peace
today; I know I am resting in the hands of God. He
is the Master of design, and the rock in which I lay
my worries upon. I choose to trust His infinite
power with all my concerns, and take comfort
knowing He is working on them at this very moment. Love is the Alpha and Omega, though I
choose to believe "the end" is only an illusion. Life
is eternal and love is forever.

"'CliANTIdEER
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Only qualified for Jeopardy
Dear Editor,
So I received a degree from Coastal, and boy
what a great "liberal" arts degree I got I know a
little something of everything and yet nothing of
value to help me land a job.
Yes, students today get a great "liberal" education. Students learn about two dads, but 70%
don't know how to do a tax return. Schools teach
Afro-American and Hispaniccultures, yet 60% of
students can't fill in an American map.
What the hell is ,~oing on?!
During my time at Coastal Carolina University, I learned more about art in one day at the
National Art Gallery than in all four years at
Coastal.
I learned more about business worlcing one
day at Merrill Lynch than in four years at Coastal.
I learned more about religion watching the
information chatmel than in my four years at
Coastal.
I learned more about psychology when I
bought my first car than I did in four year at
Coastal.
I learned more aboulpolitical science watching Rush Limbaugh t:haP. in all four years at
Coastal.
Ileamedmore abouhistory by touring Washington D.C. than I did in fow years of college.
The only classes I learnedanything of value
were math and science. No not English. That was

(Continued from page 2)

just.a review of high school English. No, only
math and science. Want to know why?!
Because these two fields are exact sciences,
this means that Coastal's liberal socialistic
professors can't let their Woodstock (free love,
understanding, let's all be equal, love one another) views into the teaching of these courses.
I see professors are fuming now, but do me a
favor and don't dispute me if you have never
had a job other than teaching. For those who
have, please read this again, and then look at
your teaching agenda and honestly ask yourself, "How will this help my students in the real
world? When they go for ajob interyiew, how
will this information help them land the job?"
If you do this realistically and only use what is
needed in real everyday life, not Jeopardy, I
think you will find yourself omitting 90~ of
what you are teaching. Please teach us about
the real world. Explain to students that the
world does not care about heritage or culture,
if you are black, white, purple or pink; the
world revolves around the color of green and
only cares how you can help it produce more
green. So professors get rid of your Woodstock
socialistic ways and into the real life world of
today! Please!
Cause right now, I'm only qualifIed for a
game of Jeopardy.
Anthony Thomas

genocide. And if the shoe fits, wear it
While the sweet fragrance of liberty has
mindsetofmany ofour
flo ated over
so-called representawhite folks since
tion in Columbia. To
1776, black
their respective credit,
"'I'm for flying the flag. right
folks are still
state Senator Kay
being subjected
on. I hope it doesn't offend
Paterson, D-Columbia
to the same old
anybody (because) it's a little
and freshman state
subliminal foolSenator Darrell Jackbit offensive to me wanting to
ishness and the
son, D-Columbia have
flag over the
take it down .. .I think it would
been searching for legstatehouse is but
islative methods for the
be disrespectful to my
one example.
removal of this flag.
Anyone ever
people.'"
I would simply like
wonder why
to remind those persons,
devils-food
who seek to continue to
cake is black
rub our noses in that
and angels-food cake is white? The good guy
shameful period in this state Its past, to recall those
wears a white hat and the bad guy wears ablack
words of the FOWlders: "But when (there is) a
hat Hell, even the cradle of the Confederacy,
long train of abuses and USUIpations .. .it is their
Montgomery, Alabama, has seen fit to bring
.right, it is their duty, to throw off such governdown that flag.
.
ment and to provide new Guards ... "
There will never be any real healing of the
Now I know that a lot of people who are
wounds inflicted by greedy Southerners, who
reading this have ancestors who fought valiantly
discovered an easy way to get something for
on the side of the Confederacy. There are, pernothing at African-American:s expense, until
haps, many readers of German descent whose
somebody hauls that thing down. How can we
ancestors owned a part of the natural gas conaccomplish this awesome task? In the words of
cession in Buchenwald and I don't want their flag
the pre-eminent black statesman of this cenflying over our statehouse either. Criminality is
tury, "By any means necessary!"
criminality. Treason is treason. Genocide is
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Book examines religion in SC
An essay by Coastal Carolina University professor Preston L.
McKever-Floyd is included in a recently published book entitled
"Religion in South Carolina."
The book, edited by Charles Lippy
and published by the University of
South Carolina Press, consists of 14
essays written by religious studies
scholars. It has been called "the frrst
comprehensive appraisal of the major
denominations. topics, and issues that
have defined the religious history of
the Bible Belt state." It sketches an
overview of religion in the region and .
then looks specifically at the traditions
that have forged South Carolina's religious structure.
McKever-Floyd's essay, entitled
"Masks of the Sacred: Religious Pluralism in South Carolina", addresses
the fact that religious pluralism exists
in South Carolina and has been a major
factor in the life of the state from its
beginning.
An assistant professor of philosophy and religion at Coastal,
McKever-Floyd's essays have appeared in several publications. He has
also produced numerous religious lee-

tures and papers.
McKever-Floyd joined the Coastal
faculty in 1980. He received a master's
degree from Duke University in 1979.
conducted doctoral work at Emory University in Atlanta. and was a Fulbright
Scholar to India in 1988.

ATHLETES sruDY CENTER Aaen 4
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.IlL - 9 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.rn. - 5 p.rn.

Sun. 5 p.m. - 9 p.rn.
FOREIG

LANGUAGE LAB Acen 7
Mon. - Fri.
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.rn.

WRITING CENTER Acen 1
Mon-Wed. 8:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Thurs. 8:30 a.m. - 7 p.rn.
Fri. 8:30 a.rn. - 12:30 p.rn.

CAl LAB Acen 2
Preston McKever-Floyd
(Photo by Bill Edmonds)

Professor lectures on the Gulla s
Coastal Carolina University professor Veronica Davis Gerald will speak
Wednesday, Sept 29 at 7 p.m. in the
Little Theater,located in the Graduate
and Continuing Education Building.
The one-hour presentation is free and
open to the public.
Gerald will present a slide-illustrated talk on the burial customs and
practices of the Gullah people of ,Western Africa who have lived along
the coastal regions of South Carolina
and Georgia since the early 1700s.
The lecture is part of South Carolina Archaeology Week, (Sept. 25 to
Oct 7) which consists of more than
120 programs, exhibitions and demonstrations that have been scheduled
around the state to bring South
Carolina's past to life.
An assistant professor of English
at Coastal, Gerald is the author of
numerous poems, professional essays
and short stories: Her interest in her
own family history has led to what will
be her frrst book, "There was a People:
Ancestor and Spirit Worship among
the Gullahs in the South Carolina
Lowcountry" .
Gerald joined the Coastal faculty
in 1982 after spending the rrevious

MATH LAB Wall 120
Mon. - Thurs. 9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 p.rn.. - 12:30 p.IlL

year as visiting professor of English 81
Coastal. She received a master·s degree
from Atlanta University in 1975, and in
1986 entered Emory University in Atlanta
asaPh.D.candidate. WhileatEmory,she
held several prestigious titles including
Patricia Roberts Harris Fellow and Emory
Fellow.
-------------,

Sept. 3 - Oct. 8
Mon. - lhurs. 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.

WHE

YOU NEED SOMEO E 0
YOUR SIDE
Wm. F. (Rick) 0' eil III
Attorney at Law

A.A.S. Police Science, B.S. Law Enforcement George
Mason University, Graduate SC Criminal Justice Academy,
J.D. University of SC Law School

ACCIDE T VICTIMS- AUTO,
OR ER'S
COMPE SATIO , WRO GFUL DEATH
CLAIMS, PRODUCT LIABILITY, PERSO
L
I JURY. ( 0 recovery/no fee for accident )

CRIMINAL LAW/GE

Veronica Gerald
(Photo by Bill Edmonds)

RAPE CRISIS CENTER 448-,727}
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603 12th Ave.

., Mynle Beach
ear the Myrtle Beach Police Dept.
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Matters of life and death at the animal shelter
fore their life will be tenninated. The
reason they only keep the animals for such
Guest Writer
a
short period of time is mainly because of
Each year between 7,000-8,000
a
shortage ofspace.
animals are euthanized at the Horry
Where do all these stray animals
County Animal Shelter, and that
come
from? Clardy says irresponsible pet
number could be as high as 14,000 if
owners
often do not keep their animals
there were more officers on patrol.
properly
contained and since South CaroRight now there are dozens of dogs
and cats waiting their tum to be "put lina has no "leash laws" requiring owners
to sleep" and they do not have long. to keep their pets fenced in or leashed, the
According to Joe Clardy, Direc- problem is continuing to grow. Another
tor of the shelter, the animals only reason for the influx of homeless animals
have five days from their arrival be- is that people often do not get their pets
spayed or neutered, which causes unwanted puppies and kittens to be
abandoned. "We often find kittens
that are near dump sites that are
starving and basically unadoptable,"
he says.
"At this time there are around
300,000 dogs on the loose in Horry
County alone," says Clardy. In rural
parts of the county, the dogs are caught
by traps. Most are wild and not adoptable, resulting in their immediate
deaths. The average number of calls
to the shelter concerning stray animals is around 70 a day.
Something has to be done about
this and there are several ways people
can help:
Two dogs wait to be adopted.
-Do not buy animals from a pet
(Photo by Brandy Hamilton)

By BRANDY HAMILTON

American Business Women's Association Waccamaw Charter is now
accepting applications for the 1994-95 academic year. Three character
reference letters, transcript of course completion, and a biographical
statement must be submitted with the application. Deadline is March 31,
1994. Applications can be picked up from the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid EMS 118.
The National Scholars Foundation is dedicated toward the advancement of society enhancement All candidates wishing to be considered for
scholarship awards should submit an application, a one page biographical
essay, and meet the following qualification criteria:
1. ACADEMIC MERIT AWARDS:
Minimwn 2.5 GPA, enrolled or planning to enroll in a state accredited
institute, be a 1993 graduate (high school), and have proof of prior or
present enrollment (school ID accepted).
2. THE CAJUN LAGNIAPPE AWARD:
This award is not based on fmanciaI need or academic merit. Awards
are randomly awarded to the first application received requesting consideration until funding is depleted.
3. FINANCIAL NEED AWARDS:
Total family and individual income must be less than $53,500 per year,
minimwn 2.0 GPA, must be or planning to enroll in a state accredited
institution, must be a 1993 high school graduate, and have proof of
enrollment (schoollD accepted).

DEADLINES:
FALL 1993 SEPTEMBER 3, 1993
SPRING 1994
DECEMBER 15,1993
SUMMER 1994
APRIL 15, 1994
Applications may be picked up in the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid.

store, but from the shelter.
They are cheaper, dogs$48 male/$58 female; cats
$30 male/$40 female, and
you can save a life.
-Keep your pet on a
leash or penned up.
-Make sure your pet is
spayed or neutered.
-Spread the news
about the shelter. Someone you know can take a
pet, maybe an elderly person or a child.
- Be a volunteer; the
shelter will welcome anyone who wants to help. The
volunteer work consists of
answering calls and filling
out paperwork.
College students are
always willing to "Save
the Whales" or "Stop Animal Testing", but what
about saving the animals
A 2-3 year old, male husky at the Horry
that live right here in their
County Animal Shelter.
own backyard? The an(Photo by Brandy Hamilton)
swer to this problem starts
with people.
If anyone is interested in volunteer- ity) at 349-2337 or stop by Room 203C in
ing for the shelter, please contact S.T.A.R. the Student Center. The Harry County
(Students Taking Active Rcsponsibil- Animal Shelter can be reached directly at
347-3898.

\

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Su mmer!bol1dayslfull-Ume.
World travel. Caribbean, HawaU,
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift
Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc.
No experience
necessary. CalI602-680-46

up to
S2.000+per month + world travel (Hawaii.
Mexico. the Caribbean. etc.) working for
CruiseShipsorTourCompanies. Summer.
and full-time employment available. For
employment program call:
Cruise Employment Services (206)
634-0468 ext. C5379.
...

ANDERSON MOBILE
DISC JOCKEYS
FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES: WE ARE NOW
BOOKING FOR FALL DATES
FORMAL/INFORMALS
**LARGEST LIGHT &
SOUND SHOW-ALL TYPES
OFMUSIC!*·

WE ARE THE PARTY
PROFESSIONALS!

248·DUDE

l<X?kiNG

..

fOR A ROOMMATE?

WANT TO SEll YOUR

old

books?

lAkE OUT AN Ad whli
The Chanticleer.
Special campus rates!

ALASKA JOBS
Students needed: Earn up

to $600+/week. in canneries or
$4,OOO+/month on fishing boats.
No experience necessary.
For information call: (206)
545-4155 ext. A5379
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Basic wetlan CO rse -lio
offered Octo erS-8
The Center for Marine and Wet- will be provided; however. panicipants
land Studies at Coastal Carolina are responsible for their own meals and
University will sponsor a course. en- lodging.
titled "Basic Wetland Delineation".
Environmental and wetland conWednesday. Oct. 6 through Friday. sultant Paul Booth Jr., Ph.D .• will
Oct 8.
conduct the course.
The course is recommended for
The fee for the course is $450.
those in the private sector as well as Space is limited and early registration
for academic and government per- is recommended.
sonnel.
Additional wetland issues courses
"Basic Wetland Delineation" isa are offered through Coastal· s Center
combination classroom and field for Marine and Wetland Studies. which
program designed to provide a basic include Wetland Plant ldentiflCalion;
understanding of current regulatory Advanced Wet1and Delineation; and
and technical criteria used by the U.S. Wetlands: Federal and State Laws and
Aony Corps of Engineers in deter- ~egu1ations.
mining jurisdictional wetland
To register or for more infonnaboundaries. Lectures will be pre- tion, call the Center for Marine and
sented on the Coastal campus in the Wetland Studies at Coastal Carolina
mornings and field exercises will be University. Monday through Friday
conducted in the afternoons. Equip- from 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m .• a1349-2202 or
ment and transportation to the field 448-1481. extension 2202.

~~ Archarios is accepting submissions for the

faD 1993 issue. Entries ore due October 1.
Bring submissions to Room 203B in the
Student Center. Art entries should be held
until Oct. 8.

*

5 p.m.; free; call 238-4131.

September30: LO GBAYPHOTOGRAPHY CLUB MEETI G;
Grand Strand Senior Center; HorryGeorgetown Technical College, Grand
Strand Campus; 7 p.m.; open to the

October 2 9, 16, 23. & 30:
STOR TIME; Olapin Memorial Library, Mynle Beach; 11:15

public; call 449-4926.

a.m.; call 448-3338.

October 1-3:
GUMBO STE

October 5: BEDTIME
TORIES; CllapinMemorialLibracy. Myrtle Beach; 6:30 p.m.;

4TH A
UAL
FESTI AL;
BaskelVill Ministries. Pawleys Island;
music. artists. food. and seasonings for
spiritual renewal; call 237-3459.
Octoberl-3: "NIGHT OF JA UARY 16"; Horry-Georgetown Teclmical College, Grand Strand Campus; this
courtroom drama, directed by Alan
Martino, selects ajury from the audience
who will decide if the defendant is guilty
or innocent; Friday and Saturday. 8 p.m.;
Sunday, 3p.m.; $5 adults, $3.50 students:
call 449-7402.
October 2: SURFSIDE BEACH
FAMILY FESTIV AL; Surfside Drive,
Surfside Beach; arts and crafts. food
booths. and live entertairunent; 11 a.m.-

448-3338.
October 6: THE OL •
CLUB; Olapin Memorial Li-

brary,Myrtle Beach; program will
feature Tim Braden who will Share
knowledge about reptile ; ages 12; 4 p.m.; call 448-3338.

October 9:
OCTOBERFEST;~in

Parle, Myrtle Beach; sponsored
by the Myrtle Beach Department of Palks and Recreation;
hearty Gennan food. "Oom Pah"
music, arts and crafts, and more;
10 am.- 6 p.m.; call 448-8578.

OUTLET PA K HAl
WACCAMA W POITERY MALL 2
THE MOST PROFESSIO AL STYLISTS AND THE
BEST PRICES 0 THE BEACH

SPECIAL: Men's haircuts $8
omen's haircut 10
>tC~I(.'1 fie..' ()'f\

50, 'llJ LiP 11. 1'1(1 '!) ?\.'41 1-..;

You n~d more than an pil s:hange
to keep an engine singing.

1"ULL S'I,'TS $30
7"ILL·/9{;S $18

For $59.95*, you get a great tune-up fora song.
Service Includes:
- Complete DiagnostiC Tune-Up(12 Monthl12,OOO ml.LJmited Warranty)
•
__ _
-CompleteEngineAnalysis
~
- Computer Printout of Your Engine's Condition
No Appointment Necessary
..

~Ji
. .. SpeeDee

I

OIL CHANGE
sTU E-UP

We',. with you down the road.

3500 Horthgate Dr. (at back gate of AFS), • Myrtle Beach, SC - 293-3104
• Most 4 Cylinder Cars

Cl993, SoeeOee ()I ~ ~ In:

'MM(f~$10

'11ie U{timate in Jii. Cites
$35 and u.rufer

CALL 236-9976
SPI$.!U PE'R9vfS
$55 ant! up
'lJeperufing on hair fengtn and
tfii.ck.ness

ASK FOR LI DA
BULLARD OR
SHA 0 KI G
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Coastal freshman makes waves on the radio
By DWAYNE MCLEMORE
Staff Writer

If you have been listening to the
radio in the morning lately, you may
have heard the voice of a fellow
Chanticleer. That voice belongs to
Coastal freshman Gary Cruz, who is
on an internship for local radio station
Wave 104 (WYAV).
The station's last intern, a friend
of Cruz's, put in a good word for him
to the station before leaving for college. After being interviewed, he
began his stint as an intern on August
24. Cruz is now involved every
Tuesday morning with what is called
"The Jim and Jim Show."
His responsibilities as an intern
vary. At times, he sits in the studio
with morning show hosts Jim Bosch
and Jim Morgan, who call him "Gary
the college intern." He often gets to
ask a "College Quiz" to listeners after
which a correct response wins a prize.
"The only laborious thing I have
to do is put away CDs," Cruz said.
Wave 104 also sends him on
special assignments outside of the
station. His favorite is the "Mystery
Intersection Garne". In this, Cruz

chooses an intersection
somewhere on the Grand
Strand. He then describes the
surrounding area to listeners,
and the ftrst ftve people to
show up win prizes.
Cruz works with the station from 6 to 9 every Tuesday
morning. Since his [1(st class
starts at ten, the work doesn't
interfere with school.
Recently, Cruz arrived at
the station somewhat early,
when an unexpected event
occurred.
"I was asked to remove a
CD from the player," Cruz
said. "I really messed up and
a~hl~tal~tookomtheCD ~m~~~~~~_~A~• •_ _~_~_~~~~~
that was on the air. There was
Coastal student Gary Cruz is an intern for WY A V 104. (Staff Photo)

nothing on for several seconds,
but since it was 5:45 in the morning, no
real harm was done. I think the OJ covered
for me and said a door slammed so hard it
skipped."
Working with Bosch and Morgan has
been fun for Cruz so far.
"They're really funny and spontaneous guys," Cruz said. "They are constantly
thinking of new ideas to make the show

better."
Although he does not get paid, Cruz is
very happy with the work, and feels it will
help with his future plans. If all goes well,
he may get a part-time job with the station
as control board operator. This involves
integrating CDs, commercials, and sound
effects.
In the long run, Cruz hopes he can

become a OJ for Wave 104. Fornow,
he wants to remain an intern as long as
possible. and continue learning the
functions of the control board.
"Working at a radio station can
be pretty difficult," Cruz said. "but
once you get the hang of it, it becomes
part of you."

HELP WITH NO HASSLES. 1-800-922-0742 HELPLINE 24 hours a day 7 days a week Crisis Response

University Plaza
347-7501

Bay Village
365-1501

College discount, 10 % off regular menu price with student I.D.

,---------,
,---------,
Buy Two
Any Footlong Sub
I

I
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,

Wi~ the p~rchase of a

I medium drink. One
'coup~ per person.
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$ 1 0 ff I
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:Get Another Sub For Only I
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I

ccnllI when you purchuc: another
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*Tuesday , September 28, 1993
Career Net Kickoff - The Career Placement Office will sponsor the flISt
session of a six week job search skills development program for seniors. Twentyeight employers will participate in six career interest groups with students and
faculty. Late registration for students begins at 3:30 p.m. in the lobby of the
auditorium in the Wall Building. The opening session begins at 4 p.m. and will
conclude around 6 p.m.
*Wednesday, October l3, 1993
Graduate School and Career InfOUDation Fair - This special event will
bring graduate school representatives from regional universities to Coastal to
answer questions and provide admission infonnation to students. School districts,
government agencies and area businesses will also be here to talk about employment opportunities.

WELCOME
EMPLOYER REPRESE TATIVE
for

CAREER

ET '93

SUD ews
Carolina Opry
Allied Signal

F • Wc:Mf &: Co•• Inc
Duncan Farmer Munden &: McIlrath
Coutal Federal Savings Bank
Himmelsbach Communications
HoIrY County Sheller Home
City of Myrtle Beach-Water Dept
Hoay County Probation and PI10le
Radisson Resort
Burroughs &: Chapm Company

WBlW-lV
McAlpine &: Associa&a
PPM Crane
WNMB

Ad Sales Engineer -local cable company ~ full-time position for technical
support person for the ad sales department; strong computer skills required.
training provided. For more information contact Mollie Starbuck, Career Placement Office, Room 206E, Student Center.

TlIIIDuncan
Lisa Wilsoo &:Pam Jo .
Bill Stanton
Mike Campi
.Sharon Garrell

Pe&cr Langehans
BemieBaum

Mary E. Basden
Cecil Olandlet
ancyLce
Buddy Styen

MauSedou

Waccamaw MentalHeallh

FULL - TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Vickie Jobnsoo
BNceFrcoch
Tom Drumwright
Sean Kilmarun

Citizens Against Spouse Abuse
Coastal Council
Conway atiaoalBank
J.C. Penneys
aarlt V. Parlter. CPA',
HoIrY Independent
SC Dept. of HealIh &: Environmerual
Control

Denise Medlin
Joyce Sacinbracbcr
Cindy R.obetu
Wayne Suggs

Drake Tilley

DanmOore
Steve Robensoo
RonTatI

Conway Main Stmet

TI-IE PEACE CoRPS
FOR iNfORMATiON

School and Career Information Fair on Wed. Oct. 13 in Kimbe
The Career Placement Office will also sponsor the Graduate
Gym. Other Structured Placement Services are available to
students and alumni through the career placement office.

OR AN AppUCATioN CAll:

1... 80()'.. 241 ... ~862

Getting stressed

349-2333

EXT. ~6~

0

c

?•

. Coastal Outdoor Adventure is for you
Submitted by Chris Malloch

If you are anew student to Coastal
Carolina University. you have probably settled down and become used to
college life. The classes that you
waited hours in line for are no longer
exciting and new, but long and tedious
and much harder than you thought
You have also discovered that being
in college requires a person to make
choices and accept responsibility for
those choices. This will cause you
stress and we all know that stress
must be relieved or a person will
explode. Sooner or later you will
need a break and a change of pace
from your new and hectic life-style. I
think I know where you just might
fmd it.
Coastal Outdoor Adventure
(C.O.A.) is looking to help you. What
is C.O.A., you ask? C.O.A. is a program that is gaining recognition
around the University. C.O.A. is a
part of the Physical Education/Recreation Department and it is dedicated
to providing students. faculty, and

staff the opportunity to experience adventure. The adventures which are offered
range from canoeing in a quiet coastal
river to repelling off a 300 foot cliff. But
the greatest thing about these adventure
is that you can take them as a class for
credit. Each adventure class takes the
student through the proper and safe
methods of the activity.
At the present time there are over 12
different classes offered through the Outdoor Program and they range from snow
skiing. basic and advanced rock climbing,
scuba diving, horseback riding, beginning
camping, backpacking, md angling, to
canoeing. These are but a few of the
classes offered. Many of the classes last
for eight weeks and have a trip associated
with them.
If you are geuing stressed out or need
something new and different. Coastal
Outdoor Adventure has a simple solution:
enroll in a class. The next eight weeks will
begin on October 25. Class sizes (like
everything else in life) are limited, so if
interested you might want to sign up early
or call 349-2833 and talk to '.:.O.A.

DUE TO SEVE
MUTE CA CE
WE
EAFE
CHOICE APART E TS

c
(803)347-3393
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eBest Ones are lIJorth $20 Grand in
·am~

rs

IPS

~~Know When To Saq When"" Poster Competition
This competition is being held in conjunction with
That's right, we'" paying big bucks for tht most
National Colltgiatt Alcohol Awareness Wttk. Scholarships
"illuminating" poster ideas that communicate a mtSSage
are underwritttn by Anhtuser-Busch.
of ptrsonal responsibility about alcohol. So, ~rab an
entry form and enlighten us with your creativity.
Contest ends December 17, 1993.
Drawing ability won't be a factor in determining the best
All entries must be accompanied by an offici&! tntry form.
poster concepts.
You may obtain a form and a com plett set of official
Ninetetn schola~hips w!1I be awarded: The grand priIt is
comoriition rules at:
•
$5,~ fOT the bTl~htes! Idea. Amatching grant will
......._
Room 206 Student Ceotel'
be given to the winner s school. Two runners up will
ext. 2340 Vicki Gardener
each rective $1,000. Sixteen third plact winntrs will
or wrift to "Know When To Say When" Poster
be awarded $500 each.
Competition, 1000 Gtytr Avenue, St. Louis, MO 6310,..

Write for freedom: keep hope alive worldwide
By E~MMA PEARCE
Staff Writer

Amnesty International is a worldwide human
rights movement. It works (1) for the release of
prisoners of conscience - people who are imprisoned
for their beliefs, expression, association, origin, etc.,
who have not used or advocated violence; (2) for the
prompt and fair judicial treatment of all political
prisoners; (3) against torture, execution, and other
cruel treatment of all prisoners.
A few letter guides are: Amnesty International
should not be mentioned in your letters unless suggested. Write your letters in English unless you are
fluent in the language of the government you are
writing. If you write a letter and cannot afford the
postage, please drop the letter in Box 12 in the
Student Center mailboxes in Room 206. The Amnesty chapter at Coastal will pay for postage. This
month's Urgent Action Appeal comes from the
country of Morocco.
Amnesty International is extremely concerned
that Abdelhaq Rouissi, a prisoner of conscience who
"disappeared" 29 years ago, continues to be held in
gravely deteriorating stale of health. The organization has recently received reports confirming its
belief that he is still ali ve and in secret detention. The
reports suggest that he continues to be detained

T

EGET

SMART SERiES

because his health is too poor for him to be released.
Abdelhaq Rouissi, a former bank employee in
Casablanca, was an activist in the Union marocaine de
travail (UMT),a Moroccan Labor
Union. He "disappeared" on October lI_.l.y
l8.rt~ 01 It" m"·".·('l:'~ ••M
r.urf!''MJ',t ....,.n
4,1964. There are no known witnesses ~M&U;n'
~Clev"I"')1I:t
'Up.o>
to his arrest, but traces of blood were :~. 01'
found in his bedroom. Confmnation ~ .::p
that he had been arrested and was sub- wi t ~
sequently being held in a succession of ~
secret detention centres came over the ~
past three decades from testimonies of
former "disappeared" people. Persistent calls to the Moroccan authorities
for his immediate release or clarification of his fate by Amnesty International
and other organizations, including
Moroccan human rights organizations,
have been met with a wall of silence.
Amnesty International is extremely concerned that
Abdelhaq Rouissi continues to be held in secret detention
and calls on the Moroccan authorities to release him at
once and to allow his family immediate access to him, for
the first time in 29 years of "disappearance." The organization is also concerned that his state of heal th is reportedl y
very poor and that he should receive immediate and
comprehensive medical care.
W;Q<Jr ~6tJ~'lIJ

A.:

Please send ainnail letters either in French, '
Arabic or English. In your leuers express your horror
that Abdelhaq Rouissi has been held in secret detention
since October 1964 and deanc.t'.... c Lo........ hmand that his family have
~r~~u ~.I~

Wbatevery,
1 An Al con
C!\1

,

iU:,U;;:I••LI I

I.unruc.unllt! tr:l l r
{!!'LuI', tlo< c "'OI'C, •
R"~~ulC ro! t llfl ;"1;
O!"tt.e

~.

immediate access to him for
the fITst time in 29 years. Demand the immediate and
unconditional release of
Abdelhaq Rouissi, a prisoner
of conscience detained solely
for his trade union activities
and his non-violent political
beliefs. Urge that the Moroccan authorities to release the
hundreds of remaining "disappeared" people and to put
an end to the practice of "dis-

appearances." .
Appeals should be written to the:
• The King: Your Majesty, Sa Majeste Hassan
II, Bureau de Sa Majeste Ie Roi, Palais Royal, Rabat,
Maroc.
• Minister of Justice: Excellence, M. Moulay
Mustapha Belarbi Alaoui, Ministre de la Justice,
Ministere de laJ ustice, Palais delaManounia, Rabat,
Maroc.

Guest Speaker Barbara Gentry will speak on the topic of "Understanding the Grief Process." Ms. Gentry is a grief
counselor with Hospice, an agency that provides care and support for terminally ill patients and their families. TIle presentation will be held in Room 204 of the Student Center at 1 p.m on Oct 7. For further infromation, call Vicki at ext. 2340.
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Drowning in a sea of tie dye

Co

Reviewing Widespread Panic
keyboards flowed smoothly. ever did he
overpower any of the other musicians. He
Drowning in a sea of tie dye and is a fan of New Orleans funk artist Profesflowers, the southern rockjazz fusion sor Long Hair.
What one would expect from a band
band "Widespread Panic" made their
Myrtle Beach debut at the "Afterdeck" that played funky jazz, rock is a following
September 22. Although their demo of retired hippies coming out to see and
" tape was one of the best I have heard hear the sound of the old days. ot true.
in a long time, their live show was The Afterdeck was crammed with kids
under 25. One of the fans even took time
nothing less than stunning.
to scribble in my
There was an innotebook, uHippie
credible energy at the
Wannabe! Go
concert, but it was foPanic."
cused
into
a
" As soon as the
In an intercomfortable mesh of
view
with
melodies and harmoband walked o ut
Sonny,
he
told
me
nies. As soon as the
onto
the
stage,
.
that
he
enjoyed
hi
band walked out onto
fans
immensely
the stage, incredible
incredible numbers
numbers of hippie of hippie wannabes and that th band
would continue to
wannabes flooded the
flooded
the
dance
play
the music
dance area from evtheir
fans
wanted
ery nook and cranny.
area ... "
to
hear.
FurtherEverywhere I went I
more he said that
sa w flower children
the
band was very
jumping, swaying, or
happy
with the
whirling like derCapricorn
label.
He
stated
that
Capricorn
vishes. It was difficult not to get caught
up in the festive musical emanation . let the band paint their own picture of their
The anchor members of the band's future, with no pressure to playa certain
kIck postenor, gwtarisLS John Bell popular sound.
Billboard Magazine wrote, "With i
and Mike Hou er started as a duo
playing in coffee houses in Athens, Allman-esque grooves and quirky song
GA. The third member, Dave that stretch way past the radio friendly
Richards,joined the band and brought three minute mark, the Athens, Georgia
with him a funky, versatile, almost based band has presented a challenge even
to Walden's (phil Walden, President of
acrobatic back beat.
ext came drummer Todd ance Capricorn Records) seasoned Capricorn
with a distinctive R&B influence. team."
The show was full ofjoy. I have never
Sonny (aka. Domingo Ortiz) came in
with his funky salsa congas. His play- seen so much mellow, yet energetic fun in
ing is as spontaneous as his entrance one place, nor have I seen a band which
into the band. He pulled into Athens played together so smoothly. or whose
one day to listen to the band and has sole purpose was to entertain such a
been with them ever since. Last came boisterously fun crowd.
keyboardist John Harmon, whose

CE

By MICHAEL WALLICK

Staff Writer
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HOURS: Sun-Thurs.
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COFFEE HOUSE
AND GALLERY

Cappuccino!
Espresso
.~
Specialty drinks
Fine Pastries
6R::,
~,

I

~

SPM-12Al\1
Fri & Sat SPM-ZAM

.
~

62(5..;9477

~
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801 Main Street ~yrtle Beach. SC 29577
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Friday, Oct 1

AERO MITH
with special gue ts"4 0 T BL
D
Carolina Coli eum~ Columbia SC
7:30p.m. $22.50
03-777-7228

Tuesday, Oct 5

LE

Friday~

ITZ

Oct 8
ton

Tuesday, GCL 19

A

Tuesday 0 L 26

Sunday, Oct. 3
Green ill
mori Audi ri m
Ticket infonnati n TBA
Infonnation ubject to change. Ti el price do n
ticket agency crvice charge .
*These show ha e ti kets a ail ble tlrroug Ti etm t r
outlets and can be charged by phon :
Atlanta: 404-249-6400
Raleigh: 919-834-4000
Green

Co ce
Afterdeck 449-1550
Apple Armie' 272-2000
Atlantis 448-4200
Bimini' 449-5549
Blockbuster Pavilion
800-283-1017
Captain Afs 272-2977
Carolina Coli eum 577-4500
Carowind Palladium
558-2606
Charlotte Coli eum
800-283-1017
Concen Line 919- 1-8329
Coquina Club 44 -9441
Corbin' 497-0416
Danger Zone 626-6 72
Gaillard Auditorium
577-4500
Green bom cor urn
800-2 3-1017

-COUR

Kin St Palace 577-45
L
wood Amphith at r
577-4500
The Mad Mo 349-0 21
Purple Gator 449-3 60
Rick' Cafe 23 -515
River City Cafe 2 0-20 1
Roc burg r 44 -773]
Sandpiper' 651-] 050
SCAT 577-4500
Smid-Dre' 497-0420
Soft Roc Cafe 577-4500
Sounds Familiar 44 -640
Tic etron
-2 3-10]7
2001 44 -94 4
KZQ 00-2 3-1017
alnut C e Amphilh t r
577-45
Poru Aumont 577-45
Club Zero
r
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on Blondes coming to Columbia on Oct 1

Submitted by Interscope Records

The music comes first for 4
Non Blondes. "Sex is secondary,
politics is secondary, everything,"
says singer-songwriter Lind a Perry ,
"is secondary to the music."
Previously honored as the Best
New Band of the Year by The San
Francisco Bay Guardian and "the
unsigned band with the biggest
buzz" by BAM, 4 Non Blondes has
been hailed as a rock n' roll breakthrough, challenging assumptions
about music and gender.
"Fans don't want to see perfect
hair and high heels, they want to see
you bust a nerve," says bassist
Christa Hillhouse. "I need my feet
on the ground and I sweat like a
hound."
On "Bigger, Better, Faster,
More!" (lnterscope Records), the
band's debut album produced by
David Tickle (prince, Toni Childs,
U2, Peter Gabriel), 4 Non Blondes
blends the social consciousness of
acoustic folk, the rhythm of funk,
the desperation of the blues and the
electricity of rock into a unique and
explosive sound. From the mind
slapping "What's Up" and "Dear
Mr. President" to the introspective

"Spaceman," from the rocking blues
of "Pleasantly Blue" and "Train" to
the deep hard funk of "Superfly"
and "Can't Find my Way Home,"
from the acoustic ballad "Drifting"
to the saloon blues of "Old Mr.
Heffer," 4 Non Blondes is emotional, unsettling, manic, unpredictable, disenchanted, uplifting,
powerful and very real.
Explains Perry, "Ourpoliticsis
common sense: This is a beautiful
country. We just see problems and
we want to see them fixed. We
believe in the power of music to
influence ideas, to affect change.
But we're not pushing except by
being who we are. We're out to
From left to right: Roger Rocha, Christa Hillhouse, Linda Perry .. Dawn
make new rules, not to preach."
Richardson (photo by Interscope Records)
Appropriately for what one
music critic said could be "the first truly Interscope. After opening a concert for came walking by -- a 6-year old blonde
authentic San Francisco band since the labelmate/neighbors Primus, the band boy in a sailor suit with his blonde mom
60s," the first rehearsal for4 Non Blondes entered the studio to record "Bigger, and blonde dad. Right next to us there's
was for 6 p.m., October 17, 1989. "The Better, Faster, More!"
a trash receptacle with a piece of pizza
earthquake hit at 5:15 p.m.," remembers
But while music may be first for4 on top and the kid wanted to pick it up.
Hillhouse, "but no one wanted to call and Non Blondes being Non Blonde also The mom said, "No, it's probably dirty,
lame out. Only when we realized it was goes beyond music. The incident that what with the pigeons and people.' And
a disaster did we cancel. 1bat was an inspired the band's name was all about she stared right at us! We were Non
intense way to start."
Blondes."
being different.
Once a demo of "Dear Mr. Presi4 Non Blondes will be opening for
"We were sitting on a park bench
dent" became a local alternative radio hit in the very yuppie North Beach area, " Aerosmith on October 1 at Carolina
in 1990, 4 Non Blondes was signed to Hillhouse remembers, "and this family Coliseum in Columbia.
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NIGHT!
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WHERE THE FuN NEVER
STOPS!

Open 11:30 am-2 am
Daily for Lunch & Dinner
Sunday Permits.
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Applications due:
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PITCHERS, DOMESTIC
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FEATURED SHOTS

CATCH FOOTBALL HERE
7 screens with state of
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Interview with a vampire

Everything you wanted to no
By MONK
Staff Writer

The following is a slightly fictionalized transcript of the frrst in a
series of interviews. (Fictionalized
because I couldn't get my tape recorder to work and had to just jot
down notes; serious because I felt that
maybe this will bring the faculty/staff
closer to the everyday student.) So
while the Prez could say that I misquoted him, this is the meat and
potatoes for all you short attention
span folk.

What's your favorite color?
(Exasperatingly:) "Blue!"

Has monetary support from the
state increased since Coastal has
become independent?
"No. We've always been a line
item on the state budget The difference now is that we were paying USC
$800,000 for services (such as payroll
and registration) that was never broken down satisfactorily. As we
increase our independence we will
assimilate the costs of these services;
1 feel we could manage these costs
much better. As an example, we were
paying money for a presidential airplane, presumably for the USC
president to jet around and represent
us. But I never got to use it.
"Our capital expenses budget (for
buildings, etc.) will be more equally
represented to the state now, however."

How much land does Coastal
have?
"264 acres. Plenty of room for
growth."

Will all buildings be brick'!
"Yes. There will be a consistent
appearance. The new Humanities
building will be like the others outside while being very creative inside,

which will be very challenging to the
architect But there will be an overall
look."

Can you list some or the concerns or
the long-range planning committee?
"I will be making a statement in March
of an overall vision, but areas of concern
are more buildings. new residence halls
and a full-time cafeteria, renovation of the
EMS Building, renovation and addition to
the Science building, a new library. and a
multi-purpose gym (some ofour ball games
will be at the Convention Center this year)."

Why doesn't the library stay open
later, like USC's?
"It's not cost-effective. USC has a
larger population, graduate students.
You' d r~lly ha ve to talk to the librarians."

Will the new areas or Coastal be
brightly lit -' the bridges, pond, etc.?
"Yes. and I've asked for an analysis
of the dim lighting on lhe older areas. An
engineer will have to look at it because I
don't know if it's an energy-efficiency
system, low-watt bulbs, or what But
we're trying to'increase lhe dim lighting
around the library and horseshoe."

Which departments are you particularly pleased with?
"That's like asking. 'Which of your
children do you like the most?' What we
have to do is find our niche: an undergraduate school with a good environment,
a well-rounded liberal arts college where
you can get just as good an experience as
at a private school. To do that we have to
build a solid base on the undergraduate
level. We want to add a chemistry and
generalized music major, a major in philosophy, a program dealing with golf
industry business, resort and tourism management"
What about Media Arts? Or is it

too costly?
"It's too costly and too diversified. I
mean. are you looking at broadcast jour-
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nalism or filmmaking? We have been
talking with the English Department about
whether we need a communications major. Some students have expressed interest
in a radio station, and we've applied to
Washington for the permits. But who's
going to run the show when those students
are gone in two years?"

Why did you pick English as your
major?
"When I was going to school. majors
weren't looked at as a job training program. We were there to be educated for
four years. There was no real pressure on
life-after college. My friend majored in
English and then went to medical school
because he figured that's where they'd
teach him the sciences. I happened to like
literature. "

In English literature, could you
name your favorite authors?
"Sure. F1anneryO'Conner~Faulkner,
mostly southern writers; 'The Bridges of
Madison County.' ow I read stuff like
Ludlum, mainly escapist entertainment. It
gets repetitive, like 'Haven~t I read this
before?' But I read mainly fiction, stuff
like libezation management If I read a
biography, it would be Truman."
Who is your ravorite contemporary

"Alice Walker. Harry Cruz:
This kind or goe along with the
contemporary que tion. \\' web
raculty member do you thin could
play the ampireL tatb tterthan
Tom Cruise?
"Wink Prince."

What'syourra oriteT
~'Are you seriou ?
Ye
"Seinfeld. C
junkie. Sports."

T

;

ho?

I'm a C

bat advice do you ha e ror
Coastal students to better th college?
~'Gel involved in lhe institution.
Those whojustcometoclas and then
go back home or to the residence hal
are cheating themselves and the college. Sometimes you have to give
back to the college, and it gives bac
to you. It makes a big difference on a
reswne between two equally "lied
people."

Last question"I thought that was the last one."

ope. Why do you think Buddha sat under that lone 80dhi tree?
"It was shady and quiet Fate."

author?
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Men's golf team struggles
By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

Coastal Carolina's men's golf
team started off the season last
weekend at the eighth annual Kiawah
Island Intercollegiate Golf Tournament The tournament was held at
Osprey Point golf course (Kiawah
Island, SC) and was hosted by the
College of Charleston.
The linksters teed off in style as
they posted some of the lowest team
averages that Coastal has seen in the
past few seasons. They were led by
senior Robbie Taylor who posted an
impressive two over par (218) on the
54 hole course, followed by Lome
Kelly with a 223 and Charlie Walters
who fInished with 224. Taylor's fmish
also earned him the number one spot
on the squad. The team placed 13 in
a strong fIeld of 17, only 15 shots out
of finishing in the top ten behind such
powerhouses such as Houston, UNC
Charlotte, and Mayland.
"This was the best season opener
that our men's team has had in awhile,"
says head coach Tom Brennan. "I
was not disappointed at all in the way
we played, but was very impressed at
some of the scores that were coming
in."

Osprey Point this year was the backup course for thePGA's Ryder Cup and is
ranked as one of the top 75 courses in the
country. The par 72, 6,678 yard course
played easy with fast greens on a muggy
weekend with 85 degree temperatures.
"The field of competition was tough
last weekend," comments coach Brennan.
"We played fairly consistant, but it was
not at the level that it should be."
The Chanticleers are currently competing in the Jacksonville University
Invitational, in Jacksonville, Florida at
Winsor Park through tomorrow. The list
of competitors includes North Florida (who
won the NCAA Division II Championships last year), Jacksonville University,
and the University of Maryland.
* TEAM STANDINGS FOR THE
KIAWAH TOURNAMENT: 1. Houston
854, 2. UNC Charlotte 864, 3. (tie) East
Tennessee State and Winthrop 865, 5.
(tie) Kent State and Maryland 867, 11.
Old Dominion 881, 12. Richmond 888,
13. Coastal Carolina 889, 14. UT Chattanooga 897, 15. Wofford 907, 16. The
Citadel 913, 17. Appalachian State 927.
* COASTAL SCORES: Lome Kelly
73-74-76--223; Robbie Taylor 75-7172-218; Charlie Walters 73-74-77-224;
T J. O'Brien 75-74-77-226; DavidPierce
78-79-75-232.

By JASON BREED

3-2 in their regular season games.
Leading the attack for the
All motors are in gear and beginning Lady Chants is the "quarterto rev up for the Big South Weekend this back" of the team, Shannon
Q)
Friday and Saturday. After playing 15 Mullaly. Mullaly, the 5-6
Q.
matches Coastal (5-10) will finally begin setteroutofLaurel,Maryland,
playing in their conference schedule.
has accumulated 378 assists
The Lady Chants have been singing and is second on the team in
the highway blues while in the midst of a hitting percentage (.284).
six game losing streak on the road. That Mullaly has also been the
Q)
streak came to a screeching halt last spine in the back row of her
Monday as Coastal visited S.C. State in . team leading with 131 digs.
Another plague that the
Orangeburg, S.C. Coastal defeated the
t/)
Lady B uUdogs in a straight three game women are up against is inset 15-6, 15-6, 15-5. The lady diggers juries. Sophomore Joanna
t/)
were headed by senior Mindy Burst who Abbott, who played all the
recorded an impressive nine kills before way around, is out indefimissing an attack. Burst finished the nitely with a wrist injury.
night hitting eleven for fourteen (72%). That has left the bench almost
Coastal then came home to face ECU in empty and has forced some
a battle here at "The Pit". The Lady of the women to play in posiPirates won 15-10,15-10,15-11 in a hard tions that they are not used
fought match.
to.
"So far we've played a very competiTonight the Lady Chants
tive schedule to prepare us for conference will travel to Charlotte, NC
play," said head coach Tammi McCaudy- where they will face UNC
Lee. "Our girls have played hard and I Charlotteat6p.m. Afterthat
think we'll be ready to turn some heads Coastal returns home in time
within the league."
to host the Big South. Games
The Lady Chant's schedule has con- will begin at 9 a.m. and
(I)
sisted of playing in tournaments in the continue all day with Coastal
t/)
ACC and SEC and against teams like playing at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
nationally ranked Georgia Tech along on Friday, and at 1 p.m. and
with USC, Xavier, and UNC Charlotte. 5 p.m. on Saturday. All
Coastal is 2-8 in tournamentyl~y and is matches are free to the public.
Sports Editor
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Lady linksters tee off
By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

The women's golf program began their fall schedule September 12
at the 1993 Lady Tar Heel Invitational
Golf Tournament. Coastal finished
sixteenth in the field of eighteen
schools, but posted two of the best
scores in Coastal's women's golf history. They finished with a 325 the
frrst day and a 324 the second.
Top scorers for the Lady Chants
were freshman Laura Thijssen and
sophomore Marti Murphy. Thijssen
and Murphy fired a three round 236
and 247 respectively on the par 73,
5,980 yard course. Another impressive score came from freshman
Michelle Smith who shota three round
250.
"I was pleased with the results
we got from our two freshmen Laura
and Michelle who were competing in
their frrst collegiate toumamen~" said
head coach Tom Brennan. "We had a
little trouble with our number one
player Christina Steffen who is struggling a bit right now. But when her
game starts to come around we should
be able to take another 10 shots off of
our team score, which to me is en-

couraging;"
Coastal is playing one of the toughest
schedules in the country, facing the likes
ofperennial powerhouses such as Georgia,
Duke, Wake Forest, and Tennessee.
"Right now we are playing faid y well,
but we need to work on our game from 100
yards and in," says Coach Brennan. "Our
goal this year is to be scoring 315 as a team
on a regular basis by the time the conference tournament rolls around."
The Lady Chants' next match is October 8, 9, and 10 at the University of
Kentucky Invitational in Lexington, Kentucky.
* TEAM STANDINGS FOR THE
LADY TAR HEEL INVITATIONAL: 1.
Wake Forest 915. 2. Duke 918. 3. North
Carolina 938. 4. Tennessee 945. 5. Indiana
947. 6. South Carolina 948. 7. Penn State
950. 8. UNC Greensboro 952. 9. Iowa
956. 10. (tie) Minnesota and Miami 958.
12. Methodist 968. 13. Kentucky 972. 14.
Memphis State 977. 15. James Madison
980. 16. Coastal Carolina 987. 17. William and Mary 989. 18. Longwood 1,050.
* COASTAL SCORES: Christina
Steffen 85-85-86-256; Laura Thijssen 7980-77-236; Marti Murphy 84-82-81-247;
Michelle Smith 77-89-84-250; Dawn
Parrott 86-87-88-261.

TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS CAN COST YOU
HUNDREDS IN INCREASED INSURANCE
RATES!

FORMER POLICE OFFICER TRAINED IN RADAR,
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION, and

DUI BREATH

TESTING.
Wm. F. (Rick) O'Neil III, P.C.

CAN HELP!
CHECK YOUR AUTOMOBILE MEMBERSHIP.
WE ACCEPT REIMBURSEMENT FROM

AAA

AND OTHER ,M OTORIST FOR DEFENSE
OF TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS.

IF YOU HAVE A PHONE- YOU HAVE A LAWYER

448-0920
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Like riding a roller coaster

Soccer team runs in

0

bad s rea

"We looked a lot more composed and confident
against CSU," says coach Banta. "This game took a lot
The Coastal Carolina Soccer team (3-4) started of the pressure off of the team. Some key players for us
off the season on fue and has since been dowsed by at this time are Gerrad Jones, eil Payne, and Barry
a flood of inconsistancies. Coastal, who started the Hope.4'
The Olants should fmd relief in the midfield once
season 2-0, went on a four game losing streak the last
again with the additwo weeks until a win over confertion of senior Breu
e-nce foe Charleston Southern broke
Looker,
who was
the string of losses.
sidelined for the first
"The potential is there to
The Chanticleers visited the
eight games of the
University of San Diego last weekbe a quality team, but right
season.
end for the Met Life Classic. Coastal
now we are giving away too
'The addition of
did not fare well in the unfamiliar
many easy goals for one
Bretton the field will
West coast surroundings as they went
thing."
help to stabalize us
on to lose 0-2 to St. May's, and 0-4 to
even more," com- Coach Banta
San Diego.
mented Banta. "The
"We did not win in California,
potential is there to
but overall it was a good experience
be a quality team, but right now we are giving away too
• for us," says Head Coach Paul Banta.
In their flTSt game back on the east coast, Coastal many easy goals for one thing. We are still making some
faced Charleston Southern with better results. The changes in our game and are hoping to peak by the end of
Chants defeated the Buccaneers 4-0, led by sopho- the season just in time for the conference tournament, but
more standout Neil Payne. Payne commenced to as for now we've got a long way to go."
" Next up, are two conference matChes in which Coastal
wreak havoc on the opposing defense from the
opening kick-off as he footed two goals and assisted needs to have good results. The next home matches are
one goal to Eric "Shotgun" Schmitt The last goal scheduled for October 2 & 3 when the Chants will host the
came from forward Peter DeLuca as he buried a shot Dr. Edward M. Singleton Cup Classic and take on Akron
from 20 yards out to round out the scoring for the flTSt day at 7 p.m. and Memphis State on Sunday at 7
p.m. also.
Coastal.
By JASON BREED

Sports Editor

Tennis teams ready

PIVISION
Alpha Sigma I
Fa1cons
Frolicking Snuggle
SPE
SigmaNu II
Alpha Sigma II

1
1

2
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Candidates
Sig Nu & Co.
Dog Pound
Carolina Heat
Panotchka's
Phi Chi Epsilon

1

o
o

2

1

1
1
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NATIONAL PIVISION

By MICHELLE TAKACH
Once again tennis practice has begun for both the men's and women's teams at
Coastal. Both teams are frred up and rearing to get a good start on things.
For the men's team, five seniors are returning with two new recruits. They are
picked to win the Big South once again this year. Their Big South victory in
Charleston last year gave them recognition and labelled them a major threat for the
upcoming season.
The five returning seniors are Jamie Taylor, Tor Henocksson, Portus Suensson,
Andy Smith, and Jonus Thiel in who are all experienced, nor do they lack in the talent
department Taylor and Smith both won Big South in their respected positions last
year. The two new additions to the team are Tomas Malik and Spyros Charalambous.
Malik will be one of the players fighting for the number one position on the team.
Charalambous will definitely be playing among the top six. The men's team 100
strong and will be tough to beat in both singles and doubles.
The women's tennis team also has five returning players including Laura
Goodwinn, Nikki Sudowski, Camilla Polack, Cynthia oordam, and MichelJe
Takach. Three new players have been added to their team. From Virginia comes
Melissa Mason, Tanya Nitsche, a transfer from Anderson College, and Kristen
Taussaint from South Carolina.
The women' s team is said to be among the top thfee in the conference behind
Cambell University and Winthrop University. Coach John Mack sees a lot of
potential in the girls and with hard training successful results will follow.
Something else that will follow are the completion of the new tennis facilities
located behind the softball field. By the end of Septem ber , six lighted hard courts will
be fmished along with new athletic offices. With these new facilities, both the men's
and women's teamS are hosting their fir ~ tournament on October 29-31, where teams
such as Duke, Clemson, South Carolina, and Georgia Southern are expected to play.
Both teams are looking forward to the tournament. Although the teams' main season
is not until spring, both the men and women are using this fall to improve and
strengthen their games for the Big South, which this year will be held at the
Charleston Tennis Center.
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CHANTiclEER

Lady harriers sparkle
at Winthrop Invitational

SEPTEMDER

~~~~~~~~~

When you ride drunk,
one more for the road
can have an entirely
different meaning.

By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

The Coastal Carolina women's
cross-country team made a very
strong showing in their second meet
of the season. In a big field of
competitors, the Lady Chants
battled the highly regarded Lady
Paladins of Funnan University to
the wire at the Winthrop Invitational
on September 18. The two teams
easily outdistanced the rest of the
field of 19 schools, which consisted
of eight Division I collegiate schools
and 11 Di visi0n II collegiate
schools.
With a total of 134 runners in
the race, the Lady Chants aggressively placed four girls in the top
seven. Leading the way for Coastal
was junior standout Valentine
Stumpf who placed second overall.
Stumpf became the fIrst women's

Valentine Stumpf breaks
Coastal5K distance record. (Photo
by Bill Edmonds)
runner in Coastal history to break the 18
minute mark for the 5K distance with a
time of 17:42.
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Alcohol quickly affects your judgement,
balance, and coordination. Don't drink and
ride. Or your last drink might be your last.

WE WANT you TO GET ANGRy.

ThE CIiANTiclEER is LookiNG fOR
MORE STAff WRiTERS ANd
AdVERTisiNG SALESPEOplE fOR OUR .
upcOMiNG fiVE iSSUES.
ThE NEXT iSSUE is pubUshEd ON
OCTobER 1 2, so ANyONE
wiSHiNG TO CONTRibUTE
ARTicLES/LETTERS TO ThE EdiTOR OR
buy Ads SHouLd CAU
~49~2~ ~O bEfORE OcTobER 7
OR STOp by ROOM 202 iN THE
SrudENT CENTER.

A NEWSpApER is NOT fOR
juST REPORTiNG TI-tE NEWS AS iT
iT is, bUT TO MAkE PEOplE MAd
II

ENOUGIi TO

AboUT iT."

do sOMErliiNG

